Acoustic properties of articular cartilage under mechanical stress.
Mechano-acoustic and elastographic techniques may provide quantitative means for the in vivo diagnostics of articular cartilage. These techniques assume that sound speed does not change during tissue loading. As articular cartilage shows volumetric changes during compression, acoustic properties of cartilage may change affecting the validity of mechano-acoustic measurements. In this study, we examined the ultrasound propagation through human, bovine and porcine articular cartilage during stress-relaxation in unconfined compression. The time of flight (TOF) technique with known cartilage thickness (true sound speed) as well as in situ calibration method [Suh, Youn, Fu, J. Biomech. 34 (2001), 1347-1353] were used for the determination of sound speed. Ultrasound speed and attenuation decreased in articular cartilage during ramp compression, but returned towards the level of original values during relaxation. Variations in ultrasound speed induced an error in strain and compressive moduli provided that constant ultrasound speed and time-of-flight data was used to determine the tissue thickness. Highest errors in strain (-11.8 +/- 12.0%) and dynamic modulus (15.4 +/- 17.9%) were recorded in bovine cartilage. TOF and in situ calibration methods yielded different results for changes in sound speed during compression. We speculate that the variations in acoustic properties in loaded cartilage are related to rearrangement of the interstitial matrix, especially to that of collagen fibers. In human cartilage the changes, are, however relatively small and, according to the numerical simulations, mechano-acoustic techniques that assume constant acoustic properties for the cartilage will not be significantly impaired by this phenomenon.